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that we don't say: "Take a bath, do you want to come in? I am tired". It's a little odd because take is a
verb, and yet this construction is fine. What's the reason? A: Come in has a definitional meaning, coming
into a specific time (or place) (present subjunctive of come), and it seems that the construction "Come
in" = "Come into the house" "Take a bath" = "Take a bath" does not fit this sense (in the example, it
seems that I can't "take a bath" by myself). So, in your example, it would be more natural to say "Do you
want to come in for a coffee?". "Do you want to take a bath?". The intransitive verbs take and come have
similar forms. If you want to remove the to-infinitive for some reason, you can add a preposition between
the verb and the preposition, in the same way as in (1) and (2), or (4) (these are from the Cambridge
Advanced Learner's Dictionary): In some cases you can use the full verb without preposition, as
Take/Come + a noun for emphasis, comparison, or emotion. (1) Take the bus. Come to the party. (2)
Come to the party now! (3) Come in now! (4) Take the time. Come in now! In your example of the bath,
you could also use Take a bath! Take a shower! Take a swim! Take a bath! The last two are the same as
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the trinbtm verbs wet/wipe/swim.
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